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Introduction:- 
The history of nanotechnology is generally understood to have begun in December 1959 when physicist Richard 

Feynman gave a speech, “There are Plenty of Rooms at the Bottom” at an American Physical Society meeting at the 

California Institute of Technology in which he identified the potential of nanotechnology. Feynman said it should be 

possible to build machines small enough to manufacture objects with atomic precision, and that if information could 

be written on an atomic scale, “all of the information that man has carefully accumulated in all the books in the 

world can be written in a cube of material 12700 nm wide about the size of the smallest piece of dust visible to the 

human eye.” 

 

Nanotechnology and Nanoscience got a boost in the early 1980s with two major developments: the birth of cluster 

science and the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM). This development led to the discovery of 

fullerenes in 1985 (Prasada et al., 2008) and carbon nanotube a few years later. In another development, the 

synthesis and properties of semiconductors was studied; this led to a fast increasing number of metal and metal 

oxide nanoparticles and quantum dots. 

 

Nanotechnology as one of the most modern technologies has attracted many researchers all over the world to study 

the different aspects of nanosystems and nanostructures.  Among various nanostructures, carbon nanotube (CNT) 

has an influential role in this technology due to its remarkable mechanical, electrical, thermal and chemical 

properties. This nanostructure has been employed in different fields including nanomaterial, nanoelectronics and 

nanomechanics during recent decades. Due to these extensive applications, its modeling and analysis in various 

conditions are more demanded (Fakhrabadi et al., 2012). 

  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are tubular structures that are typically of nanometer diameter and many micrometers in 

length. This fascinating new class of materials was first observed by Endo in 1975 and later by Iijima in 1991 in the 
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soot produced in the arc-discharge synthesis of fullerenes (Dresselhaus et al., 2004). The structure of a CNT can be 

described in terms of a single graphite layer (graphene) rolled up to form a single cylinder or concentrically arranged 

cylinders. The former is referred to as a single-wall nanotube (SWNT) and the latter are called multi-wall nanotubes 

(MWNTs). MWNTs can form starting from double-walled tubes (DWNTs) to tubes with 50 or more walls or layers. 

 

 
Single wall carbon nanotube                                 Multi wall carbon nanotube 

 

Figure  1:- Structure of single-wall and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (Zhang et al., 2003). 

 

Single-wall nanotubes has only one single layer and with a diameter of 1 to 5 nm. The properties of SWNT are more 

stable than MWNT so it is more favorable. This is due to the degree of relative stability for carbon CNT bundle 

interconnects versus the length bundle and the diameter of each individual CNT has been obtained. The obtained 

results show that with increasing the length of the CNT bundle and the diameter of each individual CNT to be 

interconnected, then the relative stability increase, and the system become more stable (Fathi, 2009). MWNT is a 

little bigger than SWNT because MWNT has about 50 layers. MWNT‟s inner diameter is from 1.5 to 15 nm and the 

outer diameter is from 2.5 nm to 30 nm. SWNT have better defined shapes of cylinder than MWNT, thus MWNT 

has more possibilities of structure defects and its nanostructure is less stable (Zhang et al., 2003). 

 

It is a well-known fact that much of the Carbon Nanotubes produced are usually formed along with a mixture of 

amorphous carbon, fullerenes and other impurities. Cost effective and efficient ways of separation and filtration of 

Carbon Nanotubes are yet to be discovered. Amongst the available methodologies the three most commonly used 

techniques includes Arc–Discharge method, Laser Ablation method and Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). The 

CVD has proved to be a comparatively reliable way of synthesizing CNTs (Tripathi et al., 2010). 

 

Within material science, the optical properties of carbon nano tubes refer specifically to 

the absorption, photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopy. Spectroscopic methods offer the possibility of quick 

and non-destructive characterization of relatively large amounts of carbon nanotubes. There is a strong demand for 

such characterization from the industrial point of view: since numerous parameters of the nanotube synthesis can be 

changed, intentionally or unintentionally, to alter the nanotube quality. Optical absorption, photoluminescence and 

Raman spectroscopes allow quick and reliable characterization of this nanotube quality in terms of non-tubular 

carbon content, structure (chirality) of the produced nanotubes, and structural defects. Those features determine 

nearly any other properties such as optical, mechanical, and electrical properties. 

 

General Objective of this work being reported here was:- 

 To review the synthesis, properties and application of carbon nanotubes 

 

Specific Objectives were:- 

 To explain optical and electronic properties of carbon nanotubes 

 To review the applications of carbon nanotubes 

 

Literature Review:- 

Fabrication of Carbon Nanotubes:- 

Following the rapid advancement of carbon nanotubes and applications, different techniques to produce carbon 

nanotubes have been developed. Carbon nanotubes can be fabricated using techniques such as arc discharge, laser 

ablation, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absorption_spectroscopy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoluminescence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raman_spectroscopy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_nanotube
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_nanotube#Synthesis
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Arc discharge method:- 

This was the first available method to fabricate carbon nanotubes. An electric arc discharge is an electrical 

breakdown of a gas producing a plasma discharge, very similar to a spark, which is the flow of current through a 

nonconductive medium such as air or an insulator. In a conventional carbon arc discharge fabrication, a plasma 

discharge is generated in a small gap between two graphite electrodes. In this method, carbon nanotubes are 

produced at the core in the cathode deposit (Javey et al., 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:- Schematic diagram of an arc-discharge system 

 

Source:  http://students.chem.tue.nl/ifp03/synthesis.html. 

As shown figure 2 during the arc discharge, two graphite rods are placed in an enclosure that is filled with some 

inert gas (like helium or argon) at low pressure (between 50 and 700 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟). The carbon rods act as electrodes 

which are kept at different potentials. The anode is moved close to the cathode until an arc appears and the 

electrodes are kept at the distance of 1𝑚𝑚 for the whole duration of the process that takes about one minute. After 

the de-pressurization and cooling of the chamber, the nanotubes together with the by-products can be collected. 

Most nanotubes deposit on the cathode. The synthesis product yield which represents the amount of carbon 

nanotubes expected in the converted carbon is 60% (Isaacs et al., 2010). 

 

Laser ablation:- 

Laser ablation is a process of removing materials from a solid surface by irradiating the surface with a laser beam. It 

was developed in 1995 to produce CNTs. Figure 3 illustrates the growth setup of laser ablation. In a typical laser 

ablation process for CNT growth, the graphite block is placed inside an oven and hit by a pulsed laser, and Argon 

gas is pumped along the direction of the laser point. The oven temperature is set approximately to 1200℃. As the 

laser ablates the target, carbon is vaporized and carried by the flowing gas onto a cool copper collector. CNTs grow 

on the cooler surfaces of the reactor as the vaporized carbon condenses. Sometimes, a water cooled surface may be 

included in the system to collect the CNTs. SWNTs are formed from a composite block of graphite and metal 

catalyst particles, whereas MWNTs form from pure graphite as the starting material    (Guo et al., 1995). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:- Laser ablation equipment to produce CNTs. 
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Source: http://students.chem.tue.nl/ifp03/synthesis.html 

 

Disadvantages of Arc-Discharge and Laser ablation:- 

Both arc-discharge and laser ablation produce some of the most high quality nanotubes but suffer from the following 

disadvantages, which limit their use as large scale industrial processes.  

 Both need extensive amount of energy to produce nanotubes. Such a huge amount of energy is not only 

impossible but also uneconomical for large scale production.  

 Both methods require solid carbon/graphite as a target which has to be evaporated to get nanotubes. It is 

difficult to get such large graphite to be used as target in industrial process which limits its exploitation as large 

scale process.  

 Both processes grow nanotubes in highly tangled form, mixed with unwanted form of carbon or catalysts. Thus 

CNTs produced by these processes require purification to get purified and assembled forms. The designing of 

such refining processes is difficult and expensive. 

 

All the above mentioned factors severely limit the use of both arc-discharge and laser ablation as large scale 

processes for production of carbon nanotubes. In order to address these issues other methods were developed. 

 

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown carbon nanotubes:- 

During CVD, a substrate covered with metal catalysts, like nickel, cobalt, iron, or a combination is heated to 

approximately 700℃. As shown figure 4, the growth starts after two gases are passed through the chamber, a carrier 

gas like nitrogen, hydrogen or argon, and some hydrocarbon gas like acetylene (C2H2) or methane (CH4). The 

synthesis production yield, which indicates the amount of carbon nanotubes in the converted carbon, reaches 90% 

(Isaacs et al., 2010). CVD is commonly used for industrial purposes because the method is already well investigated 

and offers acceptable results on the industrial-scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:- Schematic diagram of chemical vapor deposition method. 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical vapor deposition 

 

Advantages of Chemical vapor deposition:- 

This method has many advantages as compared to the arc discharge and the laser ablation method. To mention 

some: 

 Reaction process and reactor design is simple, reaction is easy to control and manipulate.  

 Raw materials are abundant and available readily in the form of gases.  

 The process does not needed huge amount of energy to produce high quality and large quantity of carbon 

nanotubes. 

 Process is capable of producing CNTs directly onto substrates which ease out the process of further collection 

and separation and eliminates post refining processes to a large extent. Some refining is required in some cases 

for further purification.  

 Process is unique for the production of vertically aligned nanotubes. No other process can produce aligned 

nanotubes. 

 

Heater 

Source material 

and carrier 
Substrate 

http://students.chem.tue.nl/ifp03/synthesis.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical%20vapor
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More and more research is underway in the world today for the production of large quantities of high purity carbon 

nanotubes by chemical vapor deposition process. Researchers are developing method and designing reactors, which 

could be utilized as units for large scale production of carbon nanotubes. 

The major pitfall for CVD grown MWNTs is the high defect density in their structures. The defective nature of 

CVD-grown MWNTs remains to be thoroughly understood, but is most likely due to the relatively low growth 

temperature, which is not sufficient to provide adequate thermal energy to anneal nanotubes into perfectly 

crystalline structures. 

 

Properties of Carbon Nanotubes:- 

The wide range of electronic, optical, thermal, magnetic mechanical, chemical, physical and structural properties of 

carbon nanotubes vary according to the different diameter, chirality, length, and direction of „twist‟ of the nanotube. 

Many applications arise from the surprising and desirable properties they exhibit, some of which are already being 

used in new and improved products. Among these properties of carbon nanotubes, optical and electronic properties 

are discussed in detail. 

 

Optical properties of carbon nanotubes:- 

The optical properties of CNTs are linked closely to their structural and electronic properties and are fully governed 

by one parameter, its chiral vector, which describes how the carbon-atom honeycomb is organized with respect to 

the CNT axis. Depending only on this parameter, CNTs may behave as a direct band gap semiconductor or as a 

metal. 

 

Optical properties of carbon nanotubes derive from electronic transitions within one dimensional density of 

states (DOS). A typical feature of one-dimensional crystals is that their DOS is not a continuous function of energy, 

but it descends gradually and then increases in a discontinuous spike. The sharp peaks found in one-dimensional 

materials are called van Hove singularities. These van Hove singularities would be discussed later in the discussion 

part. 

For an individual CNT, the optical properties of single walled (SWNTs and MWNTs should be considered 

separately. The optical properties of SWCNTs, especially those with diameters less than 1 nm, exhibit very strong 

dependence on the detailed atomic structure (chirality) (Bachilo et al., 2002). Chirality-controlled CNT growth or 

chirality separation is still difficult in experiments. Thus SWCNT arrays usually contain much different chirality 

with a random distribution, which complicates the engineering of optical properties and functionalities. In contrast, 

MWCNTs, due to their larger size, have more regular and uniform optical properties. It is thus reasonable to treat 

each MWCNT as a homogeneous medium and design the structure for different applications (Lidorikis and Ferrari, 

2009). 

 

The optical properties of a CNT array further depend on the manner in which the CNTs are arranged, including 

pattern and intertube distance. Vertical arrays of nanotubes and nanowires have attracted much attention recently in 

solar, photonic crystal, mode-locked fiber lasers, and nanoantenna applications. For example, absorption 

enhancement in silicon nanowire arrays has been predicted using electromagnetic calculations and observed in 

experiments. Also, anisotropic optical scattering is predicted and observed for an individual semiconductor 

nanowire. In comparison, MWNT arrays possess a similar cylinder array structure. Although enhanced absorption 

and anisotropic scattering are experimentally observed, they have been less investigated theoretically, and 

quantitative analysis is still lacking (Ruan et al., 2010). 

 

Raman spectroscopy:- 

Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools for characterization of carbon nanotubes. Without sample 

preparation, a fast and non-destructive analysis is possible. All allotropic forms of carbon are active in Raman 

spectroscopy (Arepalli et al., 2004): fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, amorphous carbon and polycrystalline carbon. 

Raman spectroscopy provides information about molecular vibrations that can be used for sample identification and 

quantification. The technique involves shining a monochromatic light source that is laser on a sample and detecting 

the scattered light. The majority of the scattered light is of the same frequency as the excitation source; this is known 

as Rayleigh or elastic scattering. A very small amount of the scattered light is shifted in energy from the laser 

frequency due to interactions between the incident electromagnetic waves and the vibration energy levels of the 

molecules in the sample. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density_of_states
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density_of_states
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density_of_states
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_Hove_singularity
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Raman scattering offers a unique tool to characterize carbon materials such as graphite, diamond and carbon 

nanotubes, since the amount of ordering and degree of 𝑠𝑝2and 𝑠𝑝3 bonding leaves a unique Raman fingerprint. 

Therefore, Raman spectroscopy is used here to identify carbon nanotubes and to characterize the obtained carbon 

structures by their degree of crystallinity.  

 
Figure 5:- Raman spectrum showing the most characteristic features of CNTs: Radial Breathing Mode (RBM), the 

D band, G‟ band and G band (Belin and Epron, 2005) 

From figure 5 Raman spectrums showing the most characteristic features of CNTs are summarized as follows: 

 A low-frequency peak < 200 𝑐𝑚−1 (or bunch of peaks for poly disperse samples) when resonating conditions 

were met characteristic of the SWNT assigned to an A1g breathing mode of the tubes, whose frequency depends 

essentially on the diameter of the tube (RBM: radial breathing mode). 

 A large structure (1340 𝑐𝑚−1) assigned to residual ill-organized graphite, the so-called D-line (D: disorder). 

 The D- line or D-band is observed in the Raman spectra of semiconducting and metallic SWNT at the single 

nanotube level. The D-band in graphite involves scattering from a defect which breaks the basic symmetry of 

the graphene sheet, it is observed in sp
2
 carbons containing porous, impurities or other symmetry-breaking 

defects. 

 A high-frequency bunch (between 1500 and 1600 𝑐𝑚−1) called G band also characteristic of nanotubes, 

corresponding to a splitting of the E2g stretching mode of graphite. 

 A second order observed mode between 2450 and 2650 𝑐𝑚−1 assigned to the first overtone of the D mode and 

often called G mode; a combination mode of the D and G modes between 2775 and 2950 𝑐𝑚−1. 

 

Radial breathing mode (RBM) corresponds to radial expansion-contraction of the nanotube. Therefore, its frequency 

𝒗RBM (in 𝑐𝑚−1depends on the nanotube diameter d (in nm) and can be estimated (Fantini et al., 2004). 

 𝑣𝑅𝐵𝑀 =
234

𝑑
+ 10 for SWNT or 𝑣𝑅𝐵𝑀 =

234

𝑑
 for DWNT, which is very useful in deducing the CNT diameter from 

the RBM position. 

 

Raman spectroscopy for the RBM is therefore often used to determine the diameter or diameter distribution in 

SWNT samples and is further used to assign the chiral index  𝑛,𝑚  of individual SWNTs by considering their 

resonant transitions. 

 

Nonlinear optical properties:- 

Non-linear optics (NLO) is the branch of optics that describes the behavior of light in non-linear media, that is 

media in which the dielectric polarization P responds nonlinearly to the electric field E of the light. This nonlinearity 

is typically only observed at very high light intensities (values of the electric field comparable to interatomic electric 

fields, typically 108 𝑉 𝑚 ) such as those provided by pulsed lasers.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonlinear
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polarization_(electrostatics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser
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The rapid development of nanoscience and nanotechnology provides lots of new opportunities for nonlinear optics. 

A growing number of nanomaterials have been shown to possess remarkable nonlinear optical (NLO) properties, 

which promotes the design and fabrication of nano and nanoscale optoelectronic and photonic devices (Hasan et al., 

2009; Loh et al., 2010). The wonderful carbon allotropes discovered in recent decades are the most representative 

products of nanotechnology: from 3D carbon nanoparticles (graphite), to 0D fullerenes, to 1D carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs), and then to 2D graphenes discovered most recently. Interestingly, all of these nano-carbons exhibit diverse 

NLO properties. For instance, carbon black suspensions show strong thermally-induced nonlinear scattering (NLS) 

effect and hence optical limiting (OL). For intense ns laser pulses fullerenes show large third-order optical 

nonlinearity and reverse saturable absorption (RSA) at certain wavelength band. CNTs show ultrafast second- and 

third order nonlinearities and saturable absorption (SA) in the near infrared (NIR) region and graphenes show 

ultrafast carrier relaxation time and ultra-broad-band resonate NLO response. 

 

Materials with large second or third order optical nonlinearities are of great interest for data processing in photonic 

computing. Since the invention of laser in 1960 by Maiman and the first discovery of nonlinear optical (NLO) effect 

of quartz crystals, there has been a great deal of research directed at finding new materials with higher order NLO 

properties. Only noncentrosymmetric or polar materials could possess second order NLO susceptibility. Most third 

order NLO materials are generally too low for practical applications. Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes, 

which possess optimal properties (like highest thermal conductivity, Young modulus 100 times higher than steel, 

zero bandgap metal, ballistic conductance, simple structure, nanometer-size and ultra-light weight) by a NEC 

scientist Sumio Iijima in 1991, a heat of studying and engineering the properties of carbon nanotubes has been raised 

worldwide. 

 

Electronic properties of carbon nanotubes:- 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) provide a number of unique and special properties that suggest great promise for 

nanoelectronics applications. In particular, the high electrical conductivity of quantum wires provides a potential 

solution for on chip interconnect metals and transistors of future integrated circuits. 

One crucial obstacle to overcome in fabrication is controlling whether the CNT is metallic or semiconducting. The 

critical parameter determining the electronic properties of CNTs is the chiral vector, 𝑐ℎ = 𝑛𝑎1 + 𝑚𝑎2  ≡  𝑛,𝑚 , 
where 𝑛 and 𝑚 are integers and 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are the real space unit vectors of the graphene sheet. When 𝑛 − 𝑚 a 

multiple of 3, the simple theory leads to a crossing of bands at the Fermi energy, implying that CNT is metallic; 

otherwise, it is expected to be a semiconductor. Thus, armchair  𝑛,𝑛 , CNTs are expected to always be metallic, 

whereas zigzag  𝑛, 0 , CNTs are semiconductor except when n is a multiple of 3. 

 

Since a carbon nanotube (CNT) is a rolled grapheme sheet, the band structure of CNT is also predetermined by 

electronic structure of graphene. However in contrast to graphene, CNT is a quasi-one-dimensional structure, in 

which electronic properties depends on how the graphene sheet was rolled up. To classify the variety of ways to 

wrap the nanotube from a graphene sheet two indexes, n and m are commonly used (Saito et al., 2000).  Figure 6 

illustrates an example of graphene sheet about to be wrapped into a nanotube with the primitive translation vectors 

𝑎1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎2. once wrapped, the length of the chiral vector becomes the tube circumference and the tube 

diameter 𝑑 can be calculated from this circumference as: 

𝑑 =
𝑎

п
 𝑛2 + 𝑛𝑚 + 𝑚2        (2.2.1)  

The chiral angle is the angle between the translation vector 𝑐ℎand the  𝑛, 0 line as seen in figure 7: 

α = arctan  
 3n

2m+n
          (2.2.2) 

Defined by the integer index pair, (n,m), the chiral angle ranges from 0 to 30°. Zigzag nanotubes have chiral angles 

of 0 degrees, armchair nanotubes have chiral angles of 30° and chiral nanotubes have chiral angles between 0 <
𝛼 < 30°. 
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Figure 6:- Graphene model of a CNT showing the index pair notation used to characterize the CNT geometry. 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Carbonnanotube 

 

 𝑎 =2.46Å from the graphene structure and by convention 𝑛 ≥ 𝑚. If 𝑚 = 0, the nanotubes are called zigzag, while 

if 𝑛 = 𝑚, the nanotubes are called armchair.  Otherwise, they are called chiral.  Therefore varying the way of the 

rolling up one can arrive at CNT of different chirality and hence to different periodicity of the electronic 

wavefunction. In the electronic spectrum, such a periodicity manifests itself as delta-shaped peaks known as van 

Hove singularities  which positions depends on a diameter and chirality of the SWNT. In particular the diameter is 

responsible for the band gap or type (metal or semiconducting) of the nanotube (Kataura et al., 1999). The electronic 

bands with the corresponding density of one-electron states (DOS) calculated for metallic and semiconducting single 

walled carbon nanotubes. 

 

The electronic and optical properties of the tubes are considerably influenced by the environment (Charlier et al., 

2001). Under externally applied pressure, the small interaction between the tube walls results in the internal tubes 

experiencing reduced pressure (Puech et al., 2004). The electronic transition energies are in the infrared and visible 

spectral range. 

 

Generally, one can view carbon nanotubes as giant conjugated molecular wires with conjugation length 

corresponding to the whole length of the tube. In order to understand their electronic structure, we have to start with 

graphene, a single sheet of graphite. Carbon has four valence electrons of which three are strongly bound to 

neighbor atoms giving graphene its very high in-plane rigidity. The fourth electron is delocalized and shared by all 

the atoms, thus allowing for electronic current transport. However, because of its particular structure, graphene is 

electronically between semiconductor and metal. It is a semimetal or a zero-gap semiconductor. 

 

Application of Carbon Nanotubes:- 

A carbon nanotube is inert, has a high aspect ratio and a high tensile strength, low mass density, high heat 

conductivity, a large surface area, and a versatile electronic behavior, including high electron conductivity. 

However, while these are the main characteristics of individual nanotubes, many of them can form secondary 

structures such as ropes, fibers, papers and thin films with aligned tubes, all with their own specific properties. 

These properties make them ideal candidates for a large number of applications provided their cost is sufficiently 

low. The cost of carbon nanotubes depends strongly on both the quality and the production process. High-quality 

single-wall carbon nanotubes can cost 50–100 times more than gold. However, carbon nanotube synthesis is 

constantly improving, and sale prices are falling rapidly. The application of carbon nanotubes is therefore a very fast 

moving field, with new potential applications found every year, even several times per year. 
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Photovoltaic solar cells:- 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been widely used in solar cells research, for example, CNTs have been integrated in 

organic photovoltaic devices both as an electron acceptor material and as a transparent electrode. This is because the 

high conductivity along the tube axis of CNTs helps carrier‟s separation and collection. In 2005, GE Global 

Research observed a photovoltaic effect in a pristine nanotube diode device consisting of two CNTs with different 

electrical properties (Lee, 2005). 

 

Photovoltaic device is a device that converts the energy of light directly into electricity by the photovoltaic effect. It 

is a crucial part of solar cells. Currently, wafer-based silicon (single crystal, poly crystalline and multicrystalline) 

solar cells and thin film solar cells based on amorphous silicon, CdTe, CuInGaSe2, and III–V semiconductors 

dominate photovoltaic manufacturing (Singh et al., 2008; Gupta et al., 2009). However, they are of low efficiency 

and expensive, which have limitations for replacement of current energy sources. There is a clear need to look for 

low-cost and high-efficiency solar cells. Many new kinds of solar cells have been proposed, such as p-n junction 

solar cells, dye-sensitized solar cells and organic solar cells. 

 

Nanomaterials have been widely used in the above proposed solar cells. The advantages of using nanostructure-

based solar cells are, on one hand, their high manufacturing costs as a result of using a low temperature process 

similar to printing instead of the high temperature vacuum deposition process typically used to produce conventional 

cells made with crystalline semiconductor material, and on the other hand, their low quantum efficiency which can 

be improved by using multiple electron-hole pair generation in nanostructures, like quantum dots and carbon 

nanotube ( Hanna et al., 2004; Jin Kim et al., 2008; Stubbs1 et al., 2010).  

 

Recently, carbon nanotube (CNT) and graphene are playing an important role in such nanostructure-based solar 

cells. The dispersion of CNTs in a solution of an electron donating conjugated polymer is perhaps the most common 

strategy to implement CNT materials into organic photovoltaic devices to obtain higher efficiency. Enhancements of 

more than two orders of magnitude have been observed in the photocurrent from adding the single walled carbon 

nanotube to the poly matrix (Kymakis et al., 2003). The use of CNTs in DSSC has doubled the efficiency of this 

kind of photoelectrochemical solar cells (Kongkanand et al., 2007).  

 

Graphene thin films also have been used as anode in dye-sensitized solar cells and organic solar cells layered 

graphene for photovoltaic devices have been reported to have an even better photovoltaic performance than the 

single walled carbon nanotube/quantum dots devices (Guo et al., 2010). 

 

As one of major variables of DSSC, the dye absorbed light energy transits from ground state to excited state and gets 

electron injection. Electrons are injected in a very fast speed of femtosecond or picoseconds unit and oxidized dye is 

renewed within several nanoseconds. On the other hand, since rejoining speed that the electron becomes dissolved 

into electrolyte via surface state is slow such as micro seconds or milliseconds and most of photons are injected 

semiconductor conduction band, those electrons that are not injected meet holes again to be restored and decrease 

efficiency of solar cell. If we utilize CNT that is advantageous for electrical and thermal conduction as a compound 

material, we can increase electron injection speed than rejoining speed and increase efficiency of dye sensitized 

solar cells through movement of more electrons. 

 

Since multi walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) is a material to transfer electricity and heat well, it can function as a 

basic electrode. Nanotubes function as electrodes to penetrate into broad TiO2 surface mutually and assist extracting 

charge carriers efficiently from dye layer. Since these electrodes are very clear under longer wavelength, they are 

advantageous for solar light spectrums. 

 

Chemical sensors:- 

The electrical conductance of semiconductor SWNTs was recently demonstrated to be highly sensitive to changes in 

the chemical composition of the surrounding atmosphere at room temperature, due to charge transfer between the 

nanotubes and the molecules from the gases adsorbed onto SWNT surfaces. It has also been shown that there is a 

linear dependence between the concentration of the adsorbed gas and the change in electrical properties, and that the 

adsorption is reversible. SWNT-based chemical NO2 and NH3 sensors are characterized by extremely short response 

times unlike conventional sensors (Kong et al., 2000; Chang et al., 2001).  
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The electrical response has been measured by exposing MWNT films to sub-ppm NO2 concentrations (10–100 ppb 

in dry air) at different operating temperatures ranging between 25 and 215℃ (Cantalini et al., 2003). For SWNTs, 

the sensor responses are linear for similar concentrations, with detection limits of 44 ppb for NO2 and 262 ppb for 

nitro toluene (Li et al., 2003). High sensitivity to water or ammonia vapor has been demonstrated on a SWNT-SiO2 

composite (Varghese et al., 2001). This study indicated the presence of p-type SWNTs dispersed among the 

predominantly metallic SWNTs, and that the chemisorptions of gases on the surface of the semiconductor SWNTs is 

responsible for the sensing action.  

 

Generally speaking, the sensitivities of these new nanotube-based sensors are three orders of magnitude higher than 

those of standard solid state devices. Another reason for using nanotubes instead of current sensors is their 

simplicity, the facts that they can be placed in very small systems and that they can operate at room temperature, as 

well as their selectivity. These advantages allow a limited number of sensor device architectures to be built for a 

variety of industrial purposes, while the current technology requires a large variety of devices based on mixed metal 

oxides, optomechanics, catalytic beads, electrochemistry, and so on. 

 

Multifunctional Materials:- 

One of the major benefits expected from incorporating carbon nanotubes into other solid or liquid materials is that 

they endow the material with some electrical conductivity while leaving other properties or behaviors unaffected. As 

already mentioned in the previous section, the percolation threshold is reached at very low nanotube loadings. 

Tailoring the electrical conductivity of a bulk material is then achieved by adjusting the nanotube volume fraction in 

the formerly insulating material while making sure that this fraction is not too large. As demonstrated by (Maruyama 

and Alam, 2002), there are three areas of interest regarding the electrical conductivity: 

 Electrostatic discharge (for example, preventing fire or explosion hazards in combustible environments or 

perturbations in electronics, which requires an electrical resistivity of less than 1012 Ωcm). 

 Electrostatic painting (which requires the material to be painted to have enough electrical conductivity – an 

electrical resistivity below 106 Ωcm to prevent the charged paint droplets from being repelled). 

 Electromagnetic interference shielding (which is achieved for an electrical resistivity of less than 10 Ωcm). 

 

Materials are often required to be multifunctional; for example, to have both high electrical conductivity and high 

toughness, or high thermal conductivity and high thermal stability. An association of several materials, each of them 

bringing one of the desired features, generally meets this need. The exceptional features and properties of carbon 

nanotubes make them likely to be a perfect multifunctional material in many cases. For instance, materials used in 

satellites are often required to be electrical conductive, mechanically self-supporting, able to transport away excess 

heat, and often to be robust against electromagnetic interference, while being of minimal weight and volume. All of 

these properties should be possible with a single nanotube containing composite material instead of complex 

multilaterals combining layers of polymers, aluminum, copper, and others. 

The special nature of carbon combines with the molecular perfection of single-wall CNTs to endow them with 

exceptional material properties, such as very high electrical and thermal conductivity, strength, stiffness, and 

toughness. No other element in the periodic table bonds to itself in an extended network with the strength of the 

carbon-carbon bond. The delocalized pi-electron donated by each atom is free to move about the entire structure, 

rather than remain with its donor atom, giving rise to the first known molecule with metallic-type electrical 

conductivity. Furthermore, the high-frequency carbon-carbon bond vibrations provide an intrinsic thermal 

conductivity higher than even diamond. 

 

In most materials, however, the actual observed material properties - strength, electrical conductivity, etc. - are 

degraded very substantially by the occurrence of defects in their structure. For example, high-strength steel typically 

fails at only about 1% of its theoretical breaking strength. CNTs, however, achieve values very close to their 

theoretical limits because of their molecular perfection of structure. This aspect is part of the unique story of CNTs. 

CNTs are an example of true nanotechnology: they are only about a nanometer in diameter, but are molecules that 

can be manipulated chemically and physically in very useful ways. They open an incredible range of applications in 

materials science, electronics, chemical processing, energy management, and many other fields.  

 

CNTs Ceramic Applications, CNTs Air and Water Filtration, CNTs Biomedical Applications, CNT Catalyst 

Supports, CNTs Fibers and Fabrics, CNTs Structural Composites, CNTs Thermal Materials, CNTs Molecular 

Electronics, CNTs Conductive Adhesives and Connectors, CNTs Energy Storage, CNTs Conductive Plastics, CNTs 

http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=1512
http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=247
http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=247
http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=247
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Field Emission Applications, and CNTs Thermal Conductivity are the application of this nanotube which is 

responsible for the current manufacturing industry, agricultural industry and also many other industry.  

 

Other CNT Applications:- 

There is a wealth of other potential applications for CNTs, such as solar collection; nanoporous filters; catalyst 

supports; and coatings of all sorts. There are almost certainly many unanticipated applications for this remarkable 

material that will come to light in the years ahead, and which may prove to be the most important and valuable ones 

of all. Many researchers are looking into conductive and or water proof paper made with CNTs. CNTs have also 

been shown to absorb Infrared light and may have applications in the I/R Optics Industry. 

 

Electronic Band Structure of Carbon Nanotubes:- 

In order to examine the electronic structure of carbon nanotubes, it is necessary to define the structural 

configuration. Carbon nanotube structures are defined by the indices  𝑛,𝑚  inscribed in the chiral vector. The chiral 

vector is a vector along the perimeter of the carbon nanotube. 

 

Crystal lattice:- 

The primitive cell of a carbon nanotube can be described from the unit vectors: 

𝑎 1 =
 3

2
𝑎𝑥 +

1

2
𝑎𝑦         (2.4.1) 

𝑎 2 =
 3

2
𝑎𝑥 −

1

2
𝑎𝑦         (2.4.2) 

Where 𝑎 1 and 𝑎 2 are the unit cell vectors, 𝑎  is the lattice constant of graphene with the value 𝑎 =  3𝑎𝑐−𝑐  = 2.46 Å, 

Where 𝑎𝑐−𝑐   is the nearest distance between two carbon atoms. 

 

Reciprocal lattice:- 

The reciprocal lattice vectors 𝑏  1 and 𝑏  2 are of the form: 

𝑏  1  =
2𝜋

 3𝑎
𝑥 +

2𝜋

𝑎
𝑦         (2.4.3) 

𝑏  2  =
2𝜋

 3𝑎
𝑥 −

2𝜋

𝑎
𝑦         (2.4.4)  

 

Energy dispersion relation:- 

The energy dispersion relation for carbon nanotubes can be calculated from the electronic structure of graphene. The 

energy dispersion of graphene is given by (Heo, 2008): 

𝐸 𝑘 = ±𝛾 1 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠  
 3𝑎𝑘𝑦

2
 𝑐𝑜𝑠  

𝑎𝑘𝑥

2
 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠2  

𝑎𝑘𝑥

2
    (2.4.5)  

Where  𝛾 is the transfer integral and 𝑘 is the wave vector, 𝑘𝑥  and 𝑘𝑦  are denote the allowed reciprocal wave vectors 

along the tube and the circumference axis are found using the relation: 

𝑘𝑥 =
 2𝑛+𝑚 𝑏1+ 2𝑚+𝑛 𝑏2

𝑁𝑑𝑅
       (2.4.6) 

𝑘𝑦 =
𝑚𝑏1−𝑛𝑏2

𝑁
         (2.4.7) 

Where 𝑁 is the number of hexagons within a unit cell and it is given by: 

𝑁 =
2 𝑛2+𝑚2+𝑛𝑚  

𝑑𝑅
        (2.4.8) 

where 𝑑𝑅 the greatest common divisor of  2𝑛 + 𝑚  and  2𝑚 + 𝑛 . 
One-dimensional (1D) energy band structure of carbon nanotubes can be adopted from Eq. (2.4.5). For armchair and 

zigzag carbon nanotubes the energy band structures as follows: 

𝐸1𝐷 ,𝑎𝑟𝑚  𝑘 = ±𝛾 1 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠  
𝑞𝜋

𝑛
 𝑐𝑜𝑠  

𝑘𝑎

2
 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠2  

𝑘𝑎

2
    (2.4.9)  

where 𝑘𝑎 is −π ≤  𝑘𝑎 ≤ π and q is 0 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 2𝑛 − 1, 

𝐸1𝐷 ,𝑧𝑖𝑔  𝑘 = ±𝛾 1 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠  
 3k𝑎

2
 𝑐𝑜𝑠  

𝑞π

𝑛
 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠2  

𝑞π

𝑛
    (2.4.10)  

where 𝑘𝑎 is −
𝜋

 3
≤  𝑘𝑎 ≤

𝜋

 3
 and q is 0 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 2𝑛 − 1 

where 𝛾 is the transfer integral and ± corresponds to the valance and the conduction band of the nanotubes. 

http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=247
http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=247
http://www.azonano.com/ads/abmc.aspx?b=247
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Energy gap of carbon nanotubes:- 

Furthermore, the  𝑛,𝑚  integers also determine whether a CNT is metallic or semiconducting. When 𝑛 −𝑚 is a 

multiple of 3, the nanotube is metallic, otherwise the nanotube is semiconducting with an energy gap depending on 

its diameter as follows: 

𝐸𝑔 ,𝑣 =  3𝑎𝛾
2𝜋

𝑛𝑎
 𝑣 −

2𝑛

3
 =  3𝑎𝛾

2

𝑑
 𝑣 −

2𝑛

3
          (2.4.11)  

where 𝑑 =
𝑛𝑎

𝜋
  is tube diameter and 𝑣 = 1,…… 2𝑛 

𝐸𝑔 =
2𝛾𝑎𝑐−𝑐

𝑑
=

0.72𝑒𝑉

𝑑(𝑛𝑚 )
            (2.4.12) 

where 𝑎𝑐−𝑐  is the nearest distance between two carbon atoms which is equal to 0.144 nm and 𝑑 is the diameter 

carbon nanotubes. The density of states of carbon nanotubes are given by the following formula: 

𝑔 𝐸 =  
8

3𝜋𝑎 𝑐−𝑐𝛾
𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑣

 𝐸 

 𝐸2−𝐸𝑔 ,𝑣
2

      (2.4.13 ) 

This equation is valid for all semiconductor and metallic carbon nanotubes. 

 

Discussion:- 
From section 2.4. we have seen how the energy band structure depends on the wave vector of a given nanotubes. In 

order to identify whether the given nanotube is metallic or semiconducting, one can simulate the wave vector 

dependence of energy band structure of carbon nanotubes. With the help of equation (2.4.9) for armchair tubes and 

equation (2.4.10) for zigzag tubes, we simulate the variation of energy band structure of the tubes as a function of 

wave vector as showed in figure 7 respectively using MATLAB codes.  

 

 
a) (4, 4) armchair tube                                      b)  (7, 7) armchair tube 

Figure 7:- Band structure of armchair tubes as function of wave vector using Eq. 2.4.9 

 

From figure 7a we observe that for (4, 4) armchair tube has 10 different subbands; half of the total belongs to 

conduction and half of the total belongs to valence bands. From the half of conduction and/or valance bands two of 

them are non-degenerate and the remaining three subbands are degenerate. We also observe that the first conduction 

and the first valance bands meet at a Fermi level (ka=±2.032). Because of the degeneracy point between the valance 

and conduction bands at the band crossing, the (4, 4) nanotube is thus a zero-gap semiconductor. This implies that 

the tube is metallic. This discussion is also true for (7, 7) armchair tubes as shown in figure 7b except the number of 

subbands and the degenerate. In general, all (n, n) armchair nanotubes yield 2n conduction subbands and 2n valence 

bands, and of these bands, two are non-degenerate and 𝑛 − 1 are doubly degenerate. They all have a band 

degeneracy between the highest valence band and the lowest conduction band at (ka=±2.032) where the bands cross 

the Fermi level. The degeneracy comes from the two subbands with the same energy dispersion, but different 𝑞 

values. All armchair nanotubes are expected to exhibit metallic conduction. 
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a) (4, 0) zigzag tube                                                                                b) (9, 0) zigzag tube 

 

Figure 8:- Band structure of zigzag tubes as function of wave vector using Eq. 2.4.10 

 

From figure 8a we observe that there are 10 sub bands in  4,0  tubes. Half of the total belongs to the conduction 

band (red color) and half of the total belongs to the valence band (blue color). We observe that the valence and the 

conduction bands are symmetric with respect to Fermi energy  𝐸 = 0 . Again from figure 8a the valance bands and 

the conduction bands do not meet along the wave vector ka. Therefore, this tube is a semiconducting one since there 

is a band gap. In general most of the zigzag nanotubes are  𝑛, 0  a semiconducting. But when n is a multiple of 3, 

there is no energy gap, then the zigzag nanotubes are metallic, otherwise semiconducting. An example of metallic 

zigzag nanotube is  9,0 . Because as we observed from figure 8b above, the first valence and conduction band meet 

at 𝑘𝑎 = 0. Simply there is no energy gap between the conduction and valence band in  9,0  zigzag tubes.  

 
Figure 9:- Energy gap as a function of tube diameter using Eq. 2.4.11 

 

From figure 9 we observe that the band gap for semiconducting tubes is found to be inversely proportional to the 

tube diameter. The energy gap decreases for larger tube diameters and increases for smaller diameters. Most of the 

time SWCTs have high energy gap when we compared to MWCTs. The diameter of MWCTs is greater than that of 

SWCTs. It has been shown that electronic conduction mostly occurs through the external tube for MWNTs.  
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a) Density of state for metallic tube  

 
b) Density of state of semiconductor carbon nanotube 

Figure 10:- Density of state as function of energy band structure of the carbon nanotubes using Eq. 2.4.13 

 

From figure 10a we observe that at the Fermi energy (the highest occupied energy level) the density of states finite 

for a metallic tubes (though very small) and from figure 10b we observe that at the Fermi energy the density of state 

is zero for semiconducting tubes. As the energy increased, the sharp peaks in the density of states called the van 

Hove singularities, appear and specific energy levels. The density of state is highest at the energies where the band 

structure has a smallest slope and is lowest at the energies where the band structure is steepest. As we observe from 

the figures the density of state is not continuous function of energy but it descends gradually and then increases in a 

discontinuous spike. It is clear that the density of state is inversely proportional to the square root of energy in both 
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tubes, (i.e., semiconducting and metallic tubes). Van Hove singularities results a remarkable optical properties of 

carbon nanotubes:  

 

The energies between the van Hove singularities depend on the nanotube structure. Thus by varying this structure, 

one can tune the optoelectronic properties of carbon nanotube. Such fine tuning has been experimentally 

demonstrated using UV illumination of polymer-dispersed CNTs (Iakoubovskii et al., 2006). 

 

Optical transitions occur between the 𝑉1 → 𝐶1,  𝑉2 → 𝐶2and so on states of semiconducting or metallic nanotubes 

and are traditionally labeled as 𝑆22 , 𝑆22 , 𝑀11, and so on or, if the conductivity of the tube is unknown or 

unimportant, as 𝐸11 , 𝐸22  and so on. Crossover transitions 𝑉2 → 𝐶1, 𝑉1 → 𝐶2 and so on are dipole-forbidden and thus 

are extremely weak, but they were possibly observed using cross-polarized optical geometry (Miyauchi et al., 2006). 

 

Conclusion:- 
In this project work synthesis, properties and technological applications of carbon nanotubes are reviewed. From the 

reviewed the synthesis methods chemical vapor deposition method is the most effective method which produces 

large quantities and high quality of carbon nanotubes. The technique is commonly used for the industrial purposes 

because the method is already well investigated and offers acceptable results on the industrial-scale. 

 

The electronic band structure of a semiconductor consists of a valence band, conduction band, and Fermi level that 

are at energy levels particular to a given semiconductor. The Fermi level is the energy of the highest occupied state 

of electrons at absolute zero, and the valence band contains the valence electrons that when excited can move to the 

higher energy levels of the conduction band. 

 

The electronic band structure calculations predict that the  𝑛,𝑚  indices determine the metallic or semiconducting 

behavior of CNT. It is clear that the result shows zigzag tubes  𝑛, 0  should have two distinct types of behavior; 

metallic when n /3 is an integer, and otherwise semiconductors. The gaps of the semiconducting  𝑛, 0  zigzag tubes 

should depend inversely on diameter and  𝑛, 𝑛  armchair tubes band gap is remain independent of diameter. 

 

The energy dependence of the nanotube density of states as where, the density of states for metallic and 

semiconductor zigzag nanotubes was compared. It was observed and demonstrated that the density of states near the 

Fermi level located at 𝐸 = 0 are zero in pure semiconducting nanotubes. But density of states has a value of non-

zero for metallic nanotubes even at the Fermi level located at 𝐸 = 0. 
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